New Acquisitions for December 2020

**BL624 .Y88 2004**
Title: Purification of the heart: signs, symptoms, and cures of the spiritual diseases of the heart: translation and commentary of Imam Mawlud's Matharat al-Qulub / by Hamza Yusuf.
Subject: Religious life--Islam.
Subject: Spiritual life--Islam.
Subject: Islam.

**E98 .P5 K56 2013**
Title: Braiding sweetgrass / Robin Wall Kimmerer.
Subject: Philosophy of nature.
Subject: Human ecology--Philosophy.
Subject: Nature--Effect of human beings on.
Location: Reserves

**HD2753 .C3 B64 2020**
Title: Canadian income taxation: planning and decision making / Bill Buckwold, University of Victoria, Joan Kitunen, University of Toronto, Matthew Roman.
Subject: Business enterprises--Taxation--Canada--Textbooks.
Subject: Income tax--Canada--Textbooks.
Subject: Tax planning--Canada--Textbooks.
Location: Reserves

**K3242 .K37 2018**
Title: Gender, alterity and human rights: freedom in a fishbowl / Ratna Kapur, Queen Mary University of London, UK.
Subject: Human rights.
Subject: Sex and law.
Subject: Other (Philosophy)
Series: Elgar studies in legal theory.
Location: Reserves

**KE564.57 .M33 2020**
Title: The annotated Divorce Act / James MacDonald, Ann Wilton.
Publication info: Scarborough, Ont. : Carswell, 1991-
Subject: Divorce--Law and legislation--Canada.
Series: Statutes of Canada annotated.
**KE994.58 .A2 D38 2020**  
*Title*: The Annotated Bank Act / Guy David, Louise S. Pelly.  
*Publication info*: Scarborough, Ont. : Carswell, 1994-.  
*Subject*: Banking law--Canada.  
*Series*: Statutes of Canada annotated.  
*Location*: Reserves

**KE1373 .H64 2020**  
*Title*: Charities legislation & commentary.  
*Publication info*: Markham, Ont. : LexisNexis Butterworths, 2005-.  
*Subject*: Charity laws and legislation--Canada.  
*Subject*: Nonprofit organizations--Law and legislation--Canada.

**KE1634.5 .C36 2020**  
*Title*: Competition Act : commentary and annotation / Brian A. Facey, Cassandra Brown.  
*Publication info*: Toronto, Ontario : NexisLexis Canada, 2017-.  
*Subject*: Restraint of trade--Canada.  
*Subject*: Antitrust law--Canada.  
*Subject*: Competition, Unfair--Canada.  
*Location*: Reserves

**KE2988 .A32 H84 2020**  
*Title*: Trademarks Act & commentary / [compiled by] Roger T. Hughes, Toni Ashton, Patrick Cotter, Sanjukta Tole.  
*Publication info*: Markham, Ont. : LexisNexis Butterworths, 2004-.  
*Subject*: Trademarks--Law and legislation--Canada.  
*Subject*: Trademarks--Canada.

**KE5695 .I58 2019**  
*Title*: Introduction to international tax in Canada / edited by Jean-Pierre Vidal, in collaboration with Julie Robson, Marie-Pierre Allard and Marwah Rizqy.  
*Subject*: Investments, Foreign--Taxation--Law and legislation--Canada.  
*Subject*: Corporations, Foreign--Taxation--Law and legislation--Canada.  
*Location*: Reserves

**KE5759 .B43 40th ed. 2019/20**  
*Subject*: Income tax--Canada.  
*Subject*: Income tax--Canada--Problems, exercises, etc.